Joint Facilities Task Force
Shaker Heights City Hall, Council Chambers
Thursday, July 18, 2019, 2:00 PM

1. Welcome

2. Critical Questions
   - What does each entity need to remain competitive with other communities and attract/satisfy residents?
   - What do we need to act on now to avoid missing/take advantage of immediate opportunities?

3. Open House Input Summary
   - Final input summary (in person, online, leadership)

4. Idea Prioritization
   - Prioritization exercise
   - Collaboration exercise
   - Discuss and decide on final ideas to include in vision
   - Discuss timing (short term/long term)

5. Timeline
   - Discuss major milestones and create consolidated timeline of decision points

6. Confirmation
   - What does each entity need to remain competitive with other communities and attract/satisfy residents?
   - What do we need to act on now to avoid missing/take advantage of immediate opportunities?
   - Where can we collaborate?
   - What do we do next to move from vision (ideas) to implementation (action)?

7. Next Steps
   - Discuss next phase of work
   - How to craft recommendations/language

8. Adjourn

To request an accommodation for a person with a disability, call the City’s ADA Coordinator at 216-491-1440, or Ohio Relay Service at 711 for TTY users.